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1. INTRODUCTION- Ann(= 2m) dimensional Kaehlerian space 
Kn is a Riemannian space, which admits a structure field Fz, 
satisfying the relations (Yano 1965) : 

F:~=-oi. 
F··=-F·· (F··=Ffg ·) l.J JP IJ la} 

and \l.JIJ=O 
J I ' 

. .. (1.1) 

... (1.2) 

... (1.3) 

where \! denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the linear 
symmetric connection of the space. 

The Riemannian curvature tensor, which we denote by Rik is 
given by 

Rtk = ai { j~ }- dj { i~} + { i:} {; }-{ j:} { ~} 
whereas the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are respectively 
uiven byR·· =R!!.·· andR =R .. gii o• IJ at} IJ • 

Let us, now, consider an affinely connected n-dimensional 
Kaehlerian recurrent space of second order, whose curvature tensor 
Rik satisfies the following condition : 

h h 
\! n \! m Rijk = }.,mn Rijk • ... (1.4) 

where ')..mn is a non-symmetric, in general and non-vanishing 
covariant tensor. We shall assume to put the following two conditions 
in our space : 
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\7. vi= 11>. vi 
J 'f'J 

... (1.5) 

and RJk = <!>1 a.k ' ... (1.6) 

where a.k means a suitable covariant tensor, Rkz, we have 

Vn VmRiJ=lmnRiJ , ... (1.7) 

Making use of (1.6) in (1.7), we have 

V n a.j V m <l>i + a.j V n V m <l>i + V n <l>i V m a.j + <l>i V n V m a.j 

= a.mn <l>i a.j ··· (1.8) 

In fact, when the space under consideration admits an affine 
motion 

-i i is: x =x + u ut. 
Characterized by (1.5), we have a resolved form of Ricci-tensor of the 
form (1.6). Here, we assume the existence of recurrent cavariant 

vector vi given by (1.5) and in addition, the resolvability of Rij. 

Making a commutator on the indices m and n in (1.8), we obtain 

- a.j <l>a R'fmn - <l>ia.aR}mn = Amn <l>ia.j ... (1.9) 

where A def 1 _ 1 
mn = "-mn "-nm· 

Multiplying (1.9) by vi and summing over i and making use of 
,(.1.8), we have 

where 

and 

<!> (Amn a.j + a.a R}mn + a.j Qmn) = 0, 

<!> def <l>i vi. 

In the present paper, we have to discuss the next two cases : 

Arnn a.j + a.a R}mn + a.j Qmn = 0 

cj>=O. 

... (l.lOa) 

... (l.lOb) 
2. THE CASE OF a = 0. Putting a. = a.m um, the condition ( l. lOa) 

yields this case. We shall show this fact. Making use of(l.8) in (l.lOa), 
we have . 

a. (Amn + 20.mn) = 0. 

Consequently, in the present case (1.10 a), we have to consider 
two cases. The first is a case of a. = 0 and the second is that of 

Amn + 20.mn = 0. 
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In the latter case, multiplyingthis condition by uh and making 
use of (1.8), we have 

Arnn uh + 2R:rnn Va = 0, 

from which, by contraction on h and n, it follows that 

Arnn Vn + 2Rarn Va = 0, 
. n 

or Arnn v + 2$«rn = 0, 

i.e., the second case means the first case and (1.10 a) may be replaced 
by a= 0. By this reason, there exists only one case of a '#. 0. 

From (l.4), we have 

Arnn Jtijk = R~rnn Rijk -Jttrnn R~jk + R}rnn R!/ka - Rkrnn Rta ··· (2.1) 

Contracting the indices hand kin (2.1), we have 

Arnn Rij = - R'frnn Raj - R}mn Ria · ~ .. (2.2) 

Multiplying (2.2) by vi and summing on i, because of 

vi R··=ri "'· <X·= "'"'·and"'= 0 we have I.} 'l'i 1 'l""'J 'I' ' 

aa R}rnn = - (Arnn + .Qmn)aj • ... (2.3) 

where we have used (1.8) introducing (2.3) into the left hand side of 
(1.9), we have 

ak ($a ltJrnn - $j .Qmn) = 0. 

Thus, there exist the following two cases to be discussed: 

ak = 0 ... (2.4a) 

$a R'fmn = $j .Qmn ... (2.4b) 

In case of (2.4b), let us remember the first formula due to 
L.Bianchi, then we obtain 

$j .Qrnn + $rn .Qnj + $j 1'2.irn = 0. ... (2.5) 
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On the other hand, as we have 

D.mn = - D.nm and <?, = <l>j J ' 
we derive Q_jkvi = -Rakva = - <Pak . 

from (1.8) by contraction on h andj. 

Multiplying (2.5) by J f1d summing onj, we obtain 

D.mn = am<Pn - an <Pm · ··· (2.6) 

Remembering the definition of D.mn and (1.6), we can write down an 
interesting formula : 

Rjk -Rkj = vj <l>k - vk <l>j. 

As we have (2.4b) and (1.8), we see that 

<l>R)mn uh= <l>j D.mn vh and R~mn Va= D.mnvh. 

Hence, we have 

<Pa RJmn vh = <l>j R~mn Va 

and this means that 

R}mn Va vh-R~mn vj Va= 0, 

i.e., we have actually 
. i i 

V n V m (Vj V ) - V m V n (Vj v ) = 0. 

Consequently, we can imagine the existence of a gradient vector Pk 

and we are able to put 

h h v k vj v =Pk vj v ... (2. 7) 

From (1.5) and (2. 7), we can deduce the equation : 

vk <l>j + <l>j <Pk= P~ ~; · 

Multiplyin$. the above equation by J, we have the following : 

<l>Pk = J Vk<l>j + <l><l>k 

= v k cJ <l>j> - <l>j v k J + <P<l>k 

= v k <I> - <l>j <l>k J + <l><l>k 

= v k <I> - <l><l>k + <l><l>k = v k<I> . 

In this way, the existence of <l>j is examined and we have here a 

characteristic condition on Vj vh : 
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h . h Vk<j> v k vj v =Pk vj v , Pk= T . 
On the other hand, in case of (2.4a), from (1.6), we obtain 

Rik= 0. 

Summerizing the above all conditions, we have the following : 

Theorem (2.1) • In a n-dimensional Kaehlerian recurrence 

space of second order, admitting a contravariant vector vh, 
characterized by 

t"7 i i 
YjV =<i>jV 

and having a disjointed Ricci tensor of the form Rjk = <l>j ak, there exist 

a case of akvm = 0. . 

In this case, if am = 0, then Wfp have the vanishing of Ricci tensor 

Rjk and if am ;t. 0, we have 

Rkz - Rzk = Vz <Pk - V k <l>z· 

The mixed tensor Vj vi itselfis a recurrent one characterized by 

Vz V k vi = Pz V k vi 

for a definite gradient vector pz = Vz <l>l<J>. 

Remark . The latter part of the above theorem does not contain 
a case of <l>j being a gradient vector. 

Such a case is a showing but worthless one, in fE!-ct, if <l>j will be 
a gradient vector, we have 

az <i>k - ak <l>z = Vk <l>z - Vz <i>k = 0, 

from which we have 
k k 

A.<Pkv = akv = a.= 0, 

this is A.<j> = 0 from which being <j> ;t. 0, it follows that A.= 0. 

Hence, we hav.e ak = 0. 

This a contradiction, for we have Vz <Pk+ <i>k<i>l = 0 at this moment 
and the case of <Pk being a gradient vector occurs. 

·~ 
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3. The Case of <i> = 0. Let us consider the case of (1.lOb). Then 

using the analogous method used in §2, multiplying (2.2) by J, we 
obtain the following formula : · 

<l>a R'fmn = - (Amn + 0.mn> <!>1 ... (2.8) 

Substituting (2.8) into the left hand side of (1.9), we get 

<1>1 (aa Rkmn - ak nmn) = 0. 

Hence, we have here two cases to be discussed. They are 

<!>1=0 ... (2.9a) 

and aa Rkmn = ak nmn ... (2.9b) 

The case of (2.9a) yields one of Vi uh = 0 and Rij = 0. 

The case of (2.9b) may be treated as follows : 

We have 

a.j Qmn + a.m Qnj + «n Qjm = 0, 

from which by contraction of J, we have 

a.Qmn = 0, 

because of Qjk J = - Rak va = - <Paa.kva = - <j>a.k. 

From (1.8), by contraction on the indices h and j, and 

n.mn = - nnm and <I> = <l>j J. 

In this way, we obtain nmn = 0, say V n <Pm= V m <l>n· 

Thus, we can state here the following : 

Theorem 2.2. When<!>= 0 in our space, there exist two cases. 

One of them is a case of satisfying V1vi = 0 and Rik = 0 and the other 

is a case ofVz <l>k = Vk <Pi. 
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